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 One of the most significant limitations in wireless body area network 

(WBAN) is the requirement for low energy usage. For this reason, several 

routing techniques and protocols have been put out to provide an efficient 

means of energy saving during communication. In this work, we propose 

three approaches based on the formation of a chain of sensor nodes using a 

matrix of distances. The first approach is based on forming a single chain 

using the shortest distances. The second and the third consist in changing the 

position of the sink by forming a single cluster using the fuzzy C-means 

(FCM) method and the center of the latter constitutes the new position of the 

sink. In comparison to RE-ATTEMPT and PSOBAN, the third proposed 

chain-based approach has enabled a remarkable energy savings, which may 

have a big impact on the network’s entire lifespan. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The increase in health problems around the world has resulted in a growing demand for health 

services and emergency medical response systems. Traditional diagnostic services have become insufficient 

to meet the needs. Remote and real-time health monitoring is one of the smart and effective solutions that 

make it possible to continuously identify any patient concerns [1]. Telehealth help to improve the quality of 

life of patients by lessening the strain on the health system and the expense of public health, reducing 

displacement, time spent by doctors and laboratories, and providing greater peace of mind to patients [2]. 

In recent years, wireless body area networks (WBANs) have gained great interest around the world 

with their skills in patient health monitoring services at home, in ambulances or in hospitals. Several wireless 

biosensor nodes that can be placed inside or on top of the patient’s body make up a WBAN system. 

Biosensor nodes are intended to measure a range of physiological characteristics, including body 

temperature, blood oxygen saturation, heart rate, blood pressure (BP), and respiration rate [3]. The detected 

data is sent to the sink via wireless communication links on the body. The sink processes information 

collected by the sensor node and transfers it to an Internet cloud network for remote review by health care 

providers [4], [5]. 

Extending network lifetime is a major challenge in WBANs due to the low energy values and low 

battery capacity of biosensors. A small sensor node’s minimal power supply is its primary drawback [6]. 

Sensor nodes use a significant quantity of energy allocated for patient information acquisition, processing 

and transmission [7]. For this, numerous energy-efficient protocols were implemented, including those based 

on the clustering procedure, which partitions the network into a collection of clusters with members that are 
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regular nodes and a cluster leader [8], [9]. Cluster leaders will be responsible for assembling each member’s 

data, doing data aggregation, and sending important data to the sink. Since the cluster head will see a 

concentration of data traffic loads, choosing the right cluster head is essential to lowering energy usage and 

extending network lifespan [4], [10]. 

In this work, we propose three approaches based on the formation of a chain using a matrix of 

distances. The first approach is based on forming a single chain using the shortest distances. The second and 

the third consist in changing the position of the sink by forming a single cluster using the fuzzy C-means 

(FCM) method and the center of the latter constitutes the new position of the sink. 

Several works have been carried out in the context of routing in wireless sensor networks.  

A non-exhaustive list of these works is briefly described below. Wu et al. [11], authors proposed an 

improved chain-based clustering hierarchical routing (ICCHR) algorithm based on LEACH algorithm. This 

protocol avoids the issue of internal nodes dying too quickly by having the cluster head (CH) nodes send 

signals to the base station (BS) indirectly through the use of the chain technique rather than directly to the 

BS. The results of this study can serve as a guide for WSN networking in an intricate orchard environment. 

Rani et al. [12] proposed a protocol named E-CBCCP (energy efficient chain based routing protocol for 

underwater wireless sensor networks). In this protocol, the energy of cluster heads, relay nodes (RNs) and 

cluster coordinators (CCOs) has been taken into account in this protocol during data transmission and after a 

predetermined amount of time, the roles of CHs, CCOs, and RNs are changed to preserve the burden on the 

nodes. To transfer data from SNs to CHs, RNs are chosen using a location-independent method using  

hop-to-hop counting. The MATLAB simulations support the methodology that decreased the sensor nodes’ 

communication costs and thus increased the network’s lifetime. Ding et al. [13], for ultra-wideband (UWB) 

WBAN networks, the authors put forth a realistic nonlinear power consumption model. When the transmitter 

and receiver are on the same part of the body and there is no obvious path loss, direct communication can 

reduce energy consumption. However, when the transmitter and the receiver are positioned on distinct parts 

of the body, at an appropriate relay position and with a larger transmission distance, cooperative 

communication can greatly improve energy efficiency. 

The researches [14], [15] looked into an energy-effective routing system for heterogeneous WBAN 

based on the particle swarm optimization technique. By using a particle swarm optimization technique to 

optimize residual energy and distance, the proposed protocol selects the relay node between the source nodes 

and the sink and transmits the data packets in a multi-hop manner. Results from the experiments demonstrate 

that the suggested protocol perfectly balances WBAN energy efficiency and lowering the number of relay 

nodes. Ahmad et al. [16], introduce RE-ATTEMPT, a thermal unaware energy-efficient multi-hop protocol for 

WBANs that is based on reliability enhanced-adaptive threshold. A static deployment of wireless sensors that 

are positioned based on energy levels forms the basis of the suggested routing protocol. While routine data uses 

multi-hop transmission, emergency data is provided directly. To reduce the delay factor, the RE-ATTEMPT 

protocol chooses the route with the fewest hops possible. To maximize network lifetime, a linear programming 

model is utilized, and MATLAB simulations are run to predict path loss. The simulation results show that in 

terms of throughput, packet loss, and network longevity, the proposed protocol outperforms the existing 

protocol. Arora et al. [17], presented an investigation approach of best placement of the central node in a 

WBAN, which is calculated using the reflection coefficient (S11) of an antenna mounted on the body and the 

path loss model IEEE 802.15.6 CM3A between communication nodes with the evaluation of link quality 

metrics such as signal/noise ratio (SNR), bit error ratio (BER), and received signal strength indicator (RSSI). 

Ullah et al. [18] presented the energy –efficient harvested- aware clustering and cooperative routing protocol 

(E-HARP) protocol which offers a new technique based on several attributes for dynamic cluster head 

selection and cooperative routing. This method is broken down into two stages; the first is choosing the 

optimal cluster head by calculating the cost factor (CF) from the sensor node’s residual energy, the 

transmission power required, the communication link’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the network’s overall 

energy loss. The sensor nodes work together to route the data in the next stage, preventing redundant data 

packet transmission and saving node energy.  

The remainder of the document is structured as follows: an introduction and related works are 

presented in section 1. Then, the network model and the energy model are described in section 2. Section 3 

presents the simulation and evaluation. We talk about the comparison research in section 4. The text is finally 

concluded in section 5, which lists the achievements of this work. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

This section is designed to elaborate the proposed method which is based on forming a chain of 

sensor nodes using a distance matrix for energy-efficient routing in WBANs. Additionally, the network 

model and the energy model-which are utilized to show how well the suggested scheme works-are described 
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in the subsections that follow. The network’s efficiency in terms of throughput, residual energy, and network 

lifetime is optimized by the suggested model. 

 

2.1.  Network topology and model 

An intelligent ambulance environment for WBAN level 1 communication is presented in this paper. 

The WBAN system in the ambulance will include one sink and eight biosensor nodes. Bilandi et al. [14] 

introduced this concept. In this work, we will consider that: 

− After deployment, all nodes are immobile except the sink. Additionally, they are aware of vital details 

about themselves, such as their current position and remaining energy. 

− Each node has the same calculation and detection capacity. 

 

2.2.  Energy model 

For the purpose of estimating the node energy used in data transmission, the proposed work uses a 

first-order radio model [19], [20]. The transmission energy consumption of the nodes to relay a data packet 

(number of bits W) at a distance “D” can be approximated as follows using the first-order radio model: 

 

𝐸𝑇𝑥 (𝑊,𝐷) = 𝐸𝑇𝑋−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 × 𝑊 + 𝐸𝐴𝑚𝑝 × 𝜂 × 𝐷𝜂 × 𝑊 (1) 

 

The energy usage of the nodes upon receiving a data packet containing “W” bits is also considered 

by the same model in the following manner: 

 

𝐸𝑅𝑋( 𝑊) = 𝐸𝐸𝑋−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 × 𝑊  (2) 

 

The energy used by the nodes to aggregate the “W” number of bits could be calculated using the 

same model as: 

 

𝐸𝐷𝐴 (𝑊) = 𝐸𝐷𝐴 × 𝑊 (3) 

 

Here, 𝐸𝑇𝑋−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 , 𝐸𝑅𝑋−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 , and 𝐸𝐴𝑚𝑝 denote the energy consumption per bit node in the operating 

node transmitter, receiver, and amplifier circuits, respectively. 𝐸𝐷𝐴 indicates the data aggregation energy 

consumption per bit. Additional path loss that is presented over the biological communication channels is 

represented by the path loss index. Node processing energy losses are disregarded in the suggested method 

since they pale in comparison to data transport [21]. 

 

 

3. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION 

In this work, we propose three approaches based on the formation of a chain of sensor nodes using 

the following distance matrix (the value 99.0000 is written to avoid having a zero at the diagonal). The first 

approach is based on forming a single chain using the shortest distances. The second and the third consist in 

changing the position of the sink by forming a single cluster using the FCM method and the center of this 

cluster constitutes the new position of the sink. FCM is a data clustering method where an N clusters are 

created from a data collection [22], [23]. The FCM algorithm is utilized for the analysis that takes into 

account the separation between the various data points and the center of each cluster; that is, a data point 

close to a cluster’s center will have a high degree of membership in that cluster, while a data point farther 

from a cluster’s center will have a low degree of membership [24], [25]. 

 

𝑑 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
99.0000 0.3000 0.8443 0.7533 0.5590 0.5025 0.8757 0.2236 𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟑
0.3000 99.0000 0.8006 0.7845 0.5025 0.5590 0.8927 0.1414 𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟑
0.8443 0.8006 99.0000 0.2062 0.3007 0.3720 𝟎. 𝟏𝟖𝟑𝟖 0.7035 0.9080
0.7533 0.7845 0.2062 99.0000 0.3081 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝟎𝟖 0.1237 0.6629 0.8538
0.5590 0.5025 0.3007 0.3081 99.0000 0.2000 0.3992 𝟎. 𝟒𝟎𝟑𝟏 0.6083
0.5025 0.5590 0.3720 0.2508 𝟎. 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟎 99.0000 0.3734 0.4272 0.6083
0.8757 0.8927 0.1838 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟑𝟕 0.3992 0.3734 99.0000 0.7765 0.9713
0.2236 𝟎. 𝟏𝟒𝟏𝟒 0.7035 0.6629 0.4031 0.4272 0.7765 99.0000 0.2062
0.1803 0.1803 0.9080 0.8538 0.6083 0.6083 0.9713 0.2062 99.0000]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The evaluation of our algorithm is carried out using a simulation model under MATLAB. The 

model is composed of 8 sensor nodes and 1 sink. With the exception of the sink, it is presumed that every 

node stays in the same location during the simulation. Table 1 provides a summary of the simulation 

parameters utilized in our simulation model. The process of our algorithm is as follows: 
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a. Choice of sink position by forming a cluster using the FCM method. 

b. A distance matrix was calculated for all nodes in the network including the sink. 

c. If a distance is equal to 0, i.e. the distance of a node from itself, we replace this distance by a 

value for example equal to 99. 

d. In each row of the matrix, we extract the position of the minimum value using the indices (row 

index, column index). This pair indicates the link between the node represented by the line and 

that represented by the column. 

e. Thus, we form the shortest paths between the nodes leading to the sink. 

 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 
Parameters Values 

Initial energy 0.6 J 

Transmission energy 16.7 nJ/bit 
Reception energy 36.1 nJ/bit 

Amplification energy 1.97 nJ/bit 

Data aggregation energy 5 nJ 
Packet size 4000 bits 

Max number of rounds 10000 

Number of nodes 
Number of Clusters 

8 
1 

 

 

These three approaches are considered for the construction of a chain of 8 sensors with 1 sink within 

a WBAN. In the first approach, the sink remains stationary (see Figure 1). Thus maintaining its initial 

position throughout the operation of the network. The sink is halfway between nodes 1 and 2 but node 2 is 

closer to node 8. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) represent the residual energy and the number of alive nodes 

respectively from the first approach. Where we can notice that the order of the dead nodes is as follows:  

node 5(round 6812), node 4(round 6874), node 6(round 6887), node 2(round 6893), node 8(round 6900), 

node 7(round 6902), node 3(round 8873), and node 1 (round 8948). 

The second approach introduces a dimension of mobility by moving the sink to a specific position, 

precisely at coordinates 𝑥 = 0.3 and 𝑦 = 0.7 (see Figure 3). This mobility of the sink can be exploited to 

optimize data collection in specific areas of the body. Thus, improving the quality of measurements and 

allowing targeted monitoring of vital parameters. 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent the residual energy and the number of alive nodes respectively from 

the second approach. Where we can notice that the order of the dead nodes is as follows: node 4(round 6874), 

node 1(round 6882), node 8(round 6886), nodes 5 and 6 (round 6888), node 2(round 6900), node 7(round 

6903), and node 3 (round 8896). The third approach goes further by moving the sink to a different position, at 

coordinates 𝑥 = 0.4 and 𝑦 = 0.7 (see Figure 5). This change in position of the sink offers new perspectives 

in terms of residual energy consumption, network lifetime and throughput. We performed a comparison 

between the three approaches and two already existing routing protocols, namely Re-ATTEMPT and a novel 

particle swarm optimization based protocol for wireless body area networks (PSOBAN). Our observations 

revealed that the third approach demonstrates promising results in terms of residual energy, network lifetime 

and throughput. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Chain construction without moving the sink 
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(a) (b) 

  

Figure 2. First approach results in terms of: (a) residual enregy and (b) number of alive nodes 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Chain construction by moving the sink to (0.3; 0.7) 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Second approach results in terms of: (a) residual enregy and (b) number of alive nodes 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Chain construction by moving the sink to (0.4; 0.7) 
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4. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

As previously mentioned, we will compare our third approach, which relies on a chain of sensors, 

with the PSOBAN [14], [15] and Re-ATTEMPT [16] routing protocols. The following subsections identify 

the key performance indicators that will be used in the comparison. Table 2 represents a comparative analysis 

of PROPOSED 3 and its competitors in terms of residual energy, first node died (FND), last node died 

(LND), and throughput. 

 

 

Table 2. Comparative analysis of PROPOSED 3 and its competitors in terms of various parameters 

Parameters 
Protocols 

Re-attempt PSOBAN Proposed1 Proposed2 Proposed3 

First node died (rounds) 2480 3800 6836 6874 6836 

Last node died (rounds) 8912 8995 8948 8896 8930 
Throughput (packets received) 21523 30900 30189 29829 37001 

Residual energy (J) 

At 2000 rounds 2.6894 3.3661 3.4849 3.4464 3.4861 
At 4000 rounds 1.6029 2.2095 2.1698 2.0928 2.1722 

At 6000 rounds 0.9041 1.2652 0.8547 0.7392 0.8583 

At 8000 rounds 0.3359 0.3990 0.1202 0.0616 0.1239 

 

 

4.1.  Stability period 

The first evaluation step consists in analyzing the number of dead nodes during the simulation. According 

to Figure 6, we notice that for PSOBAN [14], [15] and RE-ATTEMPT [16], the first node dies after a specific 

period of time. On the other hand, in the case of PROPOSED3, this same node dies after a different period of time 

and considerably later than that for RE-ATTEMPT and PSOBAN. As a result, we may conclude that the third 

method (PROPOSED3) has longer duration of stability than RE-ATTENT and PSOBAN. 

 

4.2.  Residual energy 

The second stage of evaluation consists in analyzing the energy consumption. We measured the 

residual energy for each round as the simulation progresses. The simulation results shown in Figure 7 

demonstrate that PROPOSED 3 conserves energy reserves during the stability period, allowing for increased 

transmission of data packets to the sink. This highlights the energy efficiency of PROPOSED 3 during this 

period, in comparison with the PSOBAN [14], [15], and RE-ATTEMPT [16] protocols. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Number of dead nodes vs. rounds 

 
 

Figure 7. Residual energy vs. rounds 

 

 

4.3.  Throughput  

The simulation results, which are clearly displayed in Table 2, show that PROPOSED3 performs 

admirably when compared to its rivals PSOBAN [14], [15] and RE-ATTEMPT [16]. While RE-ATTEMPT 

and PSOBAN managed a certain throughput over the duration of ten thousand rounds, PROPOSED3 

managed a very high and remarkable throughput. These data categorically shows how well the PROPOSED3 

performs in terms of efficiency and data transmission capability. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The primary limitation of WBAN is its requirement for low power usage. Therefore, the creation of 

energy-efficient protocols becomes crucial to prolong the lifetime of the network. However, their main 

challenge is to have effective mechanisms to achieve energy-efficient networks. Based on the aforementioned 

limitations, we have developed a chain-based approach for WBAN networks. The superior performance of 

PROPOSED3 in terms of high throughput, energy efficiency, and optimal data packet management makes it 

a highly competitive and relevant approach for WBANs. However, this work is only a first step toward 

creating ever more efficient WBAN networks. The application of the nomad algorithm (NA) as a routing 

algorithm in a WBAN network with a ring topology should be investigated in further research. Integrating 

the Nomad algorithm into our approach could improve the management of energy resources and optimize 

data routing. 
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